Video Story Interventions
Narrating the Visual Mind
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Video Storytelling is a research-validated teaching tool that engages the students, communicates in a visual language, & creates movies in which the student is the star. As the “movie stars” see themselves doing & saying something new, independently & successfully, the words, actions & skills become their own visual memory.

Video Stories are an exciting and effective way to develop Language, Play & Social Skills, Life Skills & Cognition, Appropriate Behavior, & Educational Concepts.

Intervention includes...
- Consultation w/ Parent and Therapist or Teacher,
- Review of Information from questionnaire that helps focus problem, define necessary skills, discover motivation, & plan steps toward the solution,
- Direct consultation & Intervention w/ Student, -Relationship Building,
- Filming of Student performing a specific skill step by step w/ support as needed,
- Editing of prompts & unsuccessful attempts,
- Production of Individual Video Story showcasing the successful demonstration of the targeted skill,
- 3 copies of DVD Video Story to share success with Teacher, Therapist, & Parents.

All for one fee - $75 per Video Story

Contact Jessica at videostorieshelp@gmail.com or 512-550-0704
Check out Examples & Resources at www.videostorieshelp.webs.com